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“When I grow up, I’m going to be a famous author,” I remember
telling my classmates and teachers at a fourth grade career day
fair. Furthering my commitment, I created my pseudonym based
on my initials and my mother’s maiden name.
Writing is my passion, and I’ve been doing it for as long as I can
remember. My first memory of creating a story was standing on
a hard-backed kitchen chair and pecking out letters on my
mother’s ancient, incredibly heavy, blue Smith-Corona
typewriter (It was a story of Elmer, the elephant, and his football
team who completely slams the NFL Minnesota Vikings;
because, of course, elephant vs. man.) I adored the sound of the
ding at the end of a line and the swish-clack of the roller and
return.

The Dragon from
Guangzhou (2021)

After a family tragedy in 2016, I took my ramblings to the next
level and wrote my first book. It was as if a faucet had been
turned on and couldn’t be shut off, the words pouring out of me
like running water. I set a personal goal to write a book in every
genre, ideally, one a year for the rest of my life. It’s easy to stay
inspired when all I want to do is travel and write. My favorite
place to create is on a train going somewhere I’ve never been.
As an avid reader, historical fiction has always been my jam.
Everywhere I go, I’m inspired to write another story, a snapshot
of the past peppered with my own imagination highlighting
strong, accomplished women. A trip to Hong Kong in 2018
inspired The Dragon from Guangzhou. I’m not an organized
writer, so I’m all over the place when it comes to my creativity.
Gratefully, I have a wonderful team of supporters who help me
keep my i’s dotted and t’s crossed.
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